Acceptance of controlled drinking among treatment specialists of alcohol dependence in Japan.
This study evaluated the acceptance of controlled drinking (CD) goals among physicians specializing in the treatment of alcohol dependence (AD) in Japan. A mailed questionnaire survey was sent to physician members of the Japanese Society of Alcohol-Related Problems (n = 232) who were specialists in the treatment of AD in Japan. The evaluated items included the acceptance of CD goals, the definition of CD, the reasons for accepting or rejecting CD and the patient factors used to make treatment-goal decisions. CD as an interim goal on the way toward abstinence was accepted by about two-thirds of the specialists, while CD as a final goal was accepted by about one-third of specialists. Specialists supported harm-free drinking and a satisfactory quality of life, rather than alcohol consumption limits, as the definition of CD. Of note, a significantly higher percentage of specialists who rejected CD, compared with those who accepted CD, supported the disease model of AD as grounds for their decision. Specialists who accepted CD relied mostly on factors such as the severity of dependence, attitude toward CD and abstinence, and the level of psychological dependence and social stability, when making treatment-goal decisions. CD was accepted as an interim goal by two-thirds and as a final goal by one-third of Japanese physician specialists. Despite differences in drinking cultures and treatment circumstances, great similarities were found between this study and those conducted in Europe and North America with regard to the reasoning of treatment providers and the use of patient characteristics to make treatment-goal decisions.